


Pilot Project Analvsis

INTRODUCTION
The City of Los Angeles, with the goal of improving the quality and safety of pedestrian
experiences in the city, recently oversaw a series of pilot projects for public space
improvements that reclaim a portion of the street for pedestrian use. Comprised of a
plaza and four parklets, the pilot projects began in March 2012 with the installation of
Sunset Triangle Plaza in Silver Lake, followed by the installation of parklets in early 2013
in EI Sereno, Highland Park, and Downtown Los Angeles. As a group, the pilot projects are
intended to inform the development of a city·wide plaza and parklet program.

This report provides an evaluation and analysis of the pilot projects as built and offers
initial design, material, and technical suggestions for the planned city-wide program. Taken
together, the pilot projects offer a useful range of design strategies, making it possible to
compare the effectiveness of various material and technical approaches and synthesize
these into a set of recommended criteria for future plazas and parklets.

EVALUATION & ANALYSIS
Each of the pilot projects has been evaluated with the following criteria in mind: overall
quality; site selectlon; modularity; constructabHity; material options; furnishings; safety;
durability and strength; cost; and, aesthetic value. Evaluations were based on both a review
of the construction drawings and a site visit to each pilot project.

The evaluation of the pilot projects is presented in two ways: 1)a brief written evaluation,
including successes and potential issues, summarizes the findings for each pilot project;
and, 2) a matrix organized by the evaluation criteria allows for comparison between the
projects. General recommendations for the future plaza and parklet program are based on
a cumulative analysis of these evaluations.
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Sunset Triangle Plaza
Griffith Park Boulevard at Sunset Boulevard

Sunset Triangle Plaza, the first of the pilot projects to be constructed, occupies a portion
of Griffith Park Boulevard now closed to vehicular traffic, connecting the sidewalk with an
adjacent triangle to create a new pedestrian zone. An existing bi-weekly farmers market
on the site, which temporarily closed the street, demonstrated the potential of the location
as a pedestrian-oriented space. The plaza is also notable for the bold dot graphics on the
ground surface.
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Sunset Triangle Plaza

SUCCESSES
• The design and the size of plaza accommodates the farmers market and other special
events. Future plazas should consider various scales and types of use: everyday use, weekly
events, and larger gatherings.

• The design successfully incorporates the existing planted triangle. The combination of
hardscape and softscape offers a variety of potential programmatic uses.

• Graphic pattern on ground surface gives the plaza a unique identity. Consider developing
a selection of patterns (3 to 4) for use in the future plaza program.

POTENTIAL ISSUES
• The southern end of the plaza, closest to oncoming vehicular traffic on Sunset Blvd.,
is underutilized. A lack of programming and a concentration of highway safety barriers
contribute to a less than inviting space that some users perceive as unsafe. (The several
vehicular intrusions at this end of the plaza have only heightened concerns about safety.)
LADOT plans to add concrete K"rails in June 2013 to better protect from vehicular
intrusions. Additionally, consider programs and uses that might make this space more
useful and desirable, such as a collection of trees in planters at the end to provide an
additional buffer from vehicular traffic as well as shade.

• The geometry (curve) of Sunset at this location is likely the contributing factor to the
vehicular intrusions, not necessarily the presence of the plaza. Consider site location
criteria that addresses road geometry as a consideration for future plaza projects.

• Buffer triangles need colorful reflectorized bollards, landscaping, and/or a unique design
element. A more visible, vertical element could help deter vehicular intrusions. (Current
reflectors and signage are low, approximately 3 feet high or less.) The highway safety
barriers are unwelcoming and in conflict with the pedestrlan-trtendtv nature of the project;
the barriers ultimately hinder the success of street side edge of the plaza. Consider graphic
treatment for barriers to incorporate these elements better into the overall design.

• While the size of the plaza works well for the farmers market, conversely the plaza seems
over-scaled for current everyday uses (currently cafe tables and a basketball hoop); there's
a lot of space for little activity. Additional tables or other movable amenities could help
alleviate this issue. (Please note: LADOT is currently considering additional tables, chairs,
and planters for the plaza. Also, Yummy.com, a neighborhood market, will open soon near
the southern end of the plaza and likely provide more activity.)

• The service access lane, while understandably necessary. disrupts the continuity of the
plaza. Optimally service parking would be provided off-site and the entire plaza used for
people and landscaped areas. Consider access disruptions when evaluating site feasibility
for future plaza projects.
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Highland Park Parklet
5030 E. York Boulevard

The Highland Park Parklet is the smallest of the four pilot parklets,
utilizing only one parking space. Among the pilot projects, this
parklet is distinct in the recognition of local sponsors and project
participants with a custom tile mosaic design incorporated into the
planters and benches.

SUCCESSES
The design of the Highland Park Parklet demonstrates several
effective strategies for providing ample seating and planting within the
dimensional constraints of single parking space and a small section of
adjacent red zone. (The encroachment into the red zone was approved
by LADOT because sight lines of the crosswalk were maintained.)

• The use of curved benches increases the amount of seating area
as compared to straight benches. Concave configurations create
desirable spots for a group of users to interact.
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Highland Park Parklet

• The rounded ends of the benches at the sidewalk edge
allow users to sit on the bench with their feet on the
sidewalk, effectively capturing part of the sidewalk space
to extend the usable area of the parklet. This feature also
creates increased opportunities for interaction between
users of the parklet and pedestrians on the sidewalk-
which is to say, it's a great spot for people watching!

SUCCESSES (CONTINUED)

• The integration of the planters with the benches makes
efficient use of the limited area without sacrificing
amenities.

Bench with founded ends and integrated planters.

• The material selections generally are robust, durable, and
readily available. Redwood lumber, galvanized/stainless
fasteners, and concrete custom planters are all good
choices for durability, strength, and ease of maintenance.

• The fixed concrete "sitting rounds" provide useful
additional seating without creating a cluttered feeling in
the space.

Overvitw of Highland Park Park!et.

• The design utilizes modular deck panels, each nominally
2 feet by 6 feet in size, that work well with the typical
dimensions of a parklet (20 or 40 feet long by 6 feet wide).
This size module also can be moved and installed by 2 to 3
workers, either by hand or with simple equipment, such as
a dolly.

POTENTIAL ISSUES ParkM end protected bywheel stop and planter.

Several material choices and technical details, however,
pose potential issues in terms of use, strength, and overall
durability, and should be reconsidered before being used in
future parklets.

• The visibility of the parklet, particularly to vehicular
traffic, is minimal. A greater presence on the street would
increase driver's awareness of the structure and add to
the overall safety of the parklet. Consider bold colors,
retroreflective elements, and/or visually·prominent design
features for future parklets,

Parkletend with tile mosaic.
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POTENTI All SSU ES (CONTI N UED)

• The tight radius of the curve of the U-shaped bench
(located on the west end of the parklet) restricts the useful
seating area; leg space is minimal. A larger radius would
allow more users to occupy the concave section of the

• Gauge of grating is inadequate; the material is too thin to
withstand the normal wear-and-tear expected in a parklet.
Further, the installation of the grating is poor from both a
technical and aesthetic standpoint, with exposed top edges
susceptible to damage, inconsistent grating heights, and
inadequate coverage between deck and street, particularly
at the curb edge. (Note: The as-built conditions appear to
differ from details shown on the construction drawings.)
For future parklets, a thicker gauge material should be
used and the installation of the grating detailed to conceal
the top edges of the material. Grating should be at a
consistent datum at the top edge and cut to follow the
slope of the street at the bottom edge.

• The street edge of the parklet is unfinished; the edge of
the redwood deck on plywood is left exposed. A cap or
grate should be included to protect the edges of the deck
material. In general, the use of plywood should be avoided.

• The deck is supported on cast-in-place concrete pads
poured directly onto the street surface. While this is an
expedient and economical detail, the durability of the
concrete pads should be carefully considered before
utilizing this detail in future parklets. A primary concern
is the erosion of the edges of the concrete pads due to
exposure to storm runoff. The pads may crumble to a point
where they fail as deck supports. Vertical faces of the pads
are not well finished and are visually unappealing. These
exposed pads decrease the visual value of the parklet.

• The cable fence system is sagging; the distance between
supports appears to exceed acceptable span limits. These
systems are generally expensive and difficult to keep tight;
future parklets should consider other options.

TIght radRJsof rurved benrnrestric\s seaijny area

Elpos~d deck edg1l.

E)'jloseddeckedgewlth visible wncrele pads.

long span results in sagging of cable fence system.
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Downtown Los Angeles Parklets
615 S Spring Street (Communal Parklet)
639 S Spring Street (Active Parklet)

The Downtown Los Angeles (DTLA) Parklets pilot project consists
of two parklets located on the west side of Spring Street between
6th and 7th Streets. As a pair of parklets installed on the same
block, the DTLA Parklets are unique among the pilot projects. Other
defining features include: a strong visual identity for the parklets;
an ambitious effort to include an expanded range of uses and
amenities; and, the installation of exercise equipment to promote
public health.

While the two parklets vary somewhat in terms of specific materials
and furnishings, the general design strategy and technical approach
is the same. Therefore, the DTLA Parklets have been evaluated
together with attention given to any notable differences
between the two.
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DTlA Parklets

• The location of the parktets adjacent to 24-hour
businesses provides around-the-clock users and oversight,
making the use of movable furniture and specialty items
(such as the foosball table) more tenable.

SUCCESSES

• The bold graphics of the perimeter barriers make the
parklets highly visible, both to potential users and vehicular
traffic.

foosball table at Active Parll!et.

• The mix of amenities demonstrates the range of possible
uses for parklets. The foosball table at the Active Parklet
and the bar counter at the Communal Parklet are both
"special amenities" that appear to be well used.

• The redwood planter boxes are locally manufactured and
available in a variety of sizes. A standard box size (length
and height) could be selected for use in all future parklets
to create consistency between projects.

• The fiberglass round planters are less likely to shatter
than other materials; the fiberglass will dent before it
breaks and dents can likely be repaired. Additionally, the
planters are available from a local supplier.

Streetside view 01 Communal Palii.!et.

POTENTIAL ISSUES
• The adjustable pedestal supports are a sophisticated and
relatively expensive system that requires prior experience
with similar products for proper installation. This may limit
the feasibility of the system for some parklet sponsors;
potential sponsors may not have funding available to cover
the materials costs as well as the services of a contractor
with expertise in the installation of these types of systems.

• The artificial turf installed on the deck of the
Active Parklet is wearing quickly. Artificial turf is not
recommended for future parklets.

Installation of adjustBb!e pedestal s<4lportsand pre- cast
concrete pavers.
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POTENTIAllSSU£S (CONTINUED)

• The perimeter treatment is a custom-designed and
-fabricated element that may not be replicable by all
community groups in a city-wide parklet program. This
system only works in locations with a concrete roadbed. An
option that uses more standard, "off-the-shelf" elements
should be considered for future parklets.

• It is unclear if the stationary bicycles are being used with
any frequency. While visitors to the parklet often try the
equipment briefly, the stationary bicycles may be more of a
novelty than a viable exercise option. The community need
and desire for exercise equipment should be thoroughly
vetted before including these elements in future parklets.
At the Spring Street parklets, consider replacing the
stationary bicycles with bicycle racks.

• The Active Parklet has too many movable furniture
elements and often feels cluttered. Consider removing lor
2 of the swing seats from the parklet deck.

• The concrete pavers of the Active Parklet and the wood
deck of the Communal Parklet are very dirty and need to
be regularly pressure washed, at least once a week.

• The upholstered cushions on the Active Parklet need to
be laundered. The fabric used for the cushions is intended
for outdoor use, but requires regular cleaning. Upholstery
should be used in future parklets only if maintenance
partner commits specifically to regular cleaning. For
future parkrets, only durable surfaces such as concrete,
wood, or tile should be used for benches.

LAttrn

DTLA Parklets

Custom perimeter treatment anchored into CDRuete roadbed.

Stalionarybicydesare Iluderused andocrupyvaluable space,

Toomuch furniture makes the Active Parklet feel cluttered.
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EI Sereno Parklet
4910 E Huntington Drive South

The EI Sereno Parklet, the largest of the four parklet pilot projects,
is a hybrid between a parklet and a plaza; roughly half of the project
area is a raised deck with a ramp that allows access to the street
surface. A perimeter of planters and cable railings enclose the
entire project area. The project is unique for the parklet pilots in the
use of a diagonal parking zone (as compared to parallel spaces).

COMMENTS ON SITE SElECTION
The site selection for the EISereno Park let presents a number of
challenges not found in the other pilot projects;

• The project is adjacent to a blank wall (the back of a big box store)
with no commercial or retail activity directly in front of the parklet.

• Huntington Drive is particularly wide (approximately 150 feet),
making connections across the street more difficult.

• The diagonal parking spaces provide a larger project area than
typically afforded a parklet.
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EI Sereno Parklet

The EI Sereno pilot project addresses these challenges
with mixed results:

COMMENTS ON SITE SELECTION (CONTINUED):

• Despite the location next to a relatively blank wall
with no storefronts, the parklet does appear to get a fair
amount of use by pedestrians visiting the businesses along
Huntington Drive. A food truck parks next to the parklet at
night, activating the site further. Overall, a spot that would
otherwise be rather desolate is generally improved by the
presence of the parklet.

located adJ31:ent tD ll1e bad; of a big box retail store.

• The parklet exhibits a minimal presence when viewed
from across Huntington Drive; a stronger visual identity
might attract more users from across the street, although
this is not an easily achievable task given the current width
and traffic configuration of the street.

• The addition of plaza elements to the parklet makes
economical use of the larger project area by limiting the
necessary built components. Utilizing the street surface
reduces the amount of materials that would otherwise be
required had the entire area been covered with a deck.

View of varldet from sidewalk.

SUCCESSES
The material selections for the EISereno Parklet are
generally robust, durable, and readily available. The
technical details are relatively straightforward, allowing
construction and assembly to be completed by builders
and community groups with a range of experience levels.

Benches with in!~tated planter.

Particularly successful materials and details include:

• The use of redwood lumber and galvanized/stainless
steel fasteners is commendable and should be considered
for future parklets.

• Anchoring of benches to deck provides a more stable
installation, although anchors should be concealed.

• Use of potted plants and trees on sidewalk positively
extends area of improvement. Parklet program should
consider provlsions for adding potted plants, trash cans,
and other amenities on surrounding sidewalk.

• Accessibility is carefully considered and equal experience
is afforded to all users. .

Ramp prolIides aocess to plaza section of parklet.
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EI Sereno Parklet

POTENTIAL ISSUES
Several material choices and technical details elicit
concerns in regards to strength and durability and should
be reconsidered before being used in future parklets:

• Plywood, particularly with exposed edges, should be
avoided. The drawings indicate marine plywood, which
will fair better in exterior conditions; however, details
that conceal the edges of plywood or eliminate plywood
altogether will be more durable.

• The EISereno Parklet has significant issues with the
gauge and installation of the grating similar to the
Highland Park Parklet, as noted above.

• The pedestal support detail is the same as the Highland
Park Parklet and presents the same issues noted above.

• The cable fence system between planters at the
perimeter is kinked and sagging. These systems are
generally expensive and difficult to keep tight; future
parklets should consider other options.

• The cable fence system between the planters at the
plaza section of the project creates an undesirable visual
effect (described by one USerof the parklet as the feeling
of being "in jail"). No cable at all would be preferable; if
barrier is required due to safety concerns, other design
options, such additional planters or benches, should be
considered.

Cable fence Sjstem betwMnplanters is sagging.

Exposed plyYIoooat integlllted tables.

Gaugeand installation ofgrilling are inad~quate,

• The ledger anchored to the concrete curb is an expensive
detail that requires skilled labor for installation. Alternative
details should be considered for future parklets.

• Reports from the neighborhood and LADOT indicate
that the parklet has been used for sleeping overnight.
primarily on the large expanse of ground plane afforded by
the angled parking. (The length of the benches, as well as
the built-ln tables, make them less desirable for sleeping.)
Future parklets should consider an arrangement of fixed
elements that deter sleeping.

Gratingat base of brncIL
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General Recommendations
In addition to the specific suggestions provided for the pilot
projects, the following issues should be considered as general
recommendations for the future plaza and parklet program:

• The ability of community groups to construct the projects,
particularly parklets, should be carefully weighed against technical
requirements for assembly details. The projects need to be robust
and well-built, but also need to be within both the financial and
technical means of a variety of potential sponsors. Consider a
range of design options at different price points, including a base
model that meets the most basic technical and programmatic
requirements. Special materials. features, and amenities should
be included as well for partners that may have significant financial
support.

• Modular components should be further developed for future
parklets. All four pilot parklet projects use modular components to
some degree, but modularity should be a more deliberate feature.
Modular components will give individual sponsors the opportunity
to tailor the parklet designs to work within the context of their
project and provide the features that will best meet their needs.

• Standard designs for the construction of key elements, such as
benches. planter boxes. and parklet decking, should be developed
to provide community groups with the option of building these
components themselves. These designs should utilize readily
available materials and straightforward detailing.

• Components, materials, and furnishings should be coordinated
to create a consistent identity across the projects of the program.
A standard color and graphic palette should be established for the
program as well.

• An aesthetic approach to safety elements. such as large planters,
traffic barriers, and reflectorized bollards, should be considered.
This may require: the selection of a product (such as a planter) that
coordinates with the overall design aesthetic; an applied graphic
pattern that integrates an element (such as a traffic barrier) into
the design; or a design strategy that lessens the visual distinction
between the plaza or parklet and the safety elements.
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People St Program -10- November 20, 2013

Attachment B: Pilot Project Pre/Post Evaluation Studies

Below is a summary of the UCLAlParkiet Studies Pre/Post Evaluation Report on the
Spring Street Parklets entitled Rec/aiming the Right of Way Evaluation Report: An
assessment of the Spring Street Park/ets. The full report can be downloaded at:
http://lewis.ucla.edu/content/compJetestreets-publications

For more information on other pre/post evaluation efforts for the City of Los Angeles
People St pilot projects, visit: www.parkletstudies.carbonmade.com

(continued on next page)
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Summary of Pre/Post Evaluation of the Spring Street Parklets:
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Attachment C: Screenshot of the LADOT People St Website

Introducing People St

November 20,2013

A collection oi bik"
tacks within metered

. pamng spaces or
.pedestrian plaza.

Recruiting Volunteers to
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Attachment 0: People St Plaza Process Chart

©~fl applicant tabled1----------- ~_o_rr_~_e_ct_ed_t-----)(-·~

.....
START HERE

Plaza Process

-E-- ,.",'".i;' ••.••',•.·.",.• i, ..'·,/i ',I

November 20,2013

flri~ld~~I~niiiti
"d~velop~dbV' l.Al).qr,

~
••iil!t~'r••~f:~~~rC)~al/ii,·,•••'••'.

+-".',.,·.i:~fj!~tPa~lt~ge,<"·
lADor I People Sl / Plaza Application Manual I oc! '. 20;3 / DRAFT NOT fOR CIRCULATION I paqc 34
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Attachment E: People St Parklet Process Chart

....
START HERE

Parklet Process

applicant tabled
or rejected

applicant tabled
or rejected

t
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Attachment F: City of Los Angeles vs Community Partner Responsibility

RESPONSIBILITY: LADOT vs COMMUNITY PARTNER
Revised November 1, 2013

DESIGN er re uired Kit of Parts
Initial Site Documentation

Schematic Design
Signage Design

Final Design

OTHER COSTS-"-----
General Liability Insurance

Security Deposit

PLAZA PARKLET BIKE CORRAL

nla
nla

MATERIALS: INITIAL CAPITAL COSTS f REPAIR and REPLACEMENT
Ground Surface Treatment

Planters
Flex Delineators

Whee! Stops
Signage

Plant Material
Movable Furniture

Special [Play] Equipment

LABOR: INSTALLATION
n •• ~"""".,....-.,. ....... _~

Ground Surface Treatment
Planters

Flex Delineators
Wheel Stops

Signage
Plant Material

Movable Furniture
Special [Play] Equipment

ONGOING MAINTENANCE
Ground Surface Treatment

Plant Material
Movable Furniture

Sweeping and Cleaning
Graffiti Abatement

OPERATIONS and PROGRAMMING
Enforcement

Responding to Complaints
Public Events Programming

Events and Programming Permit [TBD]


